
Adam Stolorow 
Direct Dial: 646.378.7256 

astolorow@sprlaw.com 

February 3, 2021 

BY EMAIL 

Leslie Snyder, Esq. 
Snyder & Snyder, LLP 
94 White Plains Road 
Tarrytown, NY 10591 
lsnyder@snyderlaw.net 

Re:  New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 
Public Utility Wireless Telecommunications Facility 
91 Hickory Lane, Bedford, New York  

Dear Ms. Snyder: 

On behalf of my client Indian Hill Park Conservancy (IHPC), I write to follow up on 
IHPC’s January 25, 2021 presentation to the Town of Bedford Planning Board and to reiterate 
that IHPC wishes to be supportive in finding wireless solutions for the Town that allow 
Verizon to provide cellular coverage without the use of tall towers.  We believe the 
community will support less intrusive alternatives that rely on shorter poles to achieve 
coverage, including at Hickory Lane and Stone Hill Road (where Verizon has existing leases), 
in the Town right-of-way on Indian Hill Road and Route 121/Seminary Road, and at the Town 
water tower.  IHPC will work with Verizon and the Town to build support for the shorter-pole 
alternative – a faster, less costly solution which allows Verizon to deploy many times more 
quickly and avoids the additional delay and inevitable conflict that will result if Verizon seeks 
to construct a 150-foot tower in Indian Hill Park.  The proof of IHPC’s commitment to the 
shorter-pole alternative can be seen in the work that IHPC has already completed at its own 
expense and publicly presented to the Planning Board.  Gunnerson Consulting and 
Communication Site Services (“Gunnerson”) has demonstrated that an alternative using two 
to three slim poles is feasible and will meet the needs of both Verizon and the Town’s 
emergency service providers. 

Indian Hill Park 

As you are aware, Verizon currently has no application to construct a tower in Indian 
Hill Park.  Any such application would return Verizon to the starting line after a years-long, 
heretofore unsuccessful process of trying to permit a tower at Hickory Lane or Stone Hill 
Road.  The permitting and construction of a tower in Indian Hill Park would take additional 
years of work and would meet IHPC’s full resistance at each step of a multi-level approval 
process and if necessary, ensuing litigation.   

Received
2/3/20

Planning Board
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A tower in the park would be a Type I action under the State Environmental Quality 
Review Act (“SEQRA”), presumptively requiring an environmental impact study and analysis 
of whether feasible alternatives exist that avoid significant adverse environmental impacts.  
To our knowledge, environmental review of this potential tower location has not begun, other 
than an initial balloon test conducted by the Town.  The Planning Board has admitted that the 
balloon test was flawed and must be repeated.  Even from that first flawed test, 37 properties 
had direct line of sight of the test balloons, as shown in Attachment 1.  The larger balloons 
proposed for a second test will only reveal the broader visual impacts of the park tower and 
will only intensify community opposition.   

Were the Planning Board to recommend Indian Hill Park as a tower site, that would 
be contrary to both the Town’s planning documents and wireless telecommunications law.  
Moreover, the lease of the site would require the Town Board to pass a home rule resolution 
requesting the State Legislature to authorize the alienation of Town parkland.  Parkland 
alienation is contrary to New York State policy, which seeks to protect and expand municipal 
parkland as a nonrenewable resource.  The alienation process would require the State 
Legislature to pass, and the Governor to sign, alienation legislation.   

New York State endorses a “no net loss of parkland” policy.  Indian Hill Park is an 
untouched natural sanctuary.  Finding substitute land of equivalent recreation usefulness and 
equal or greater value in Bedford would be challenging, time consuming and expensive.  As 
discussed below, the IHPC proposal and Verizon’s own studies uncontrovertibly demonstrate 
that Verizon can achieve its coverage objectives without taking irreplaceable parkland.   

The basic principles of parkland alienation are grounded in common law and derive 
from the public trust doctrine, which imposes a duty to hold public land for the benefit of the 
people.  Citizens have full standing to bring lawsuits to enforce parkland alienation principles.  
IHPC is fully prepared to take all action necessary to defend Indian Hill Park under the 
alienation law.  The IHPC alternative offers equal or better coverage consistent with the 
Town’s wireless code in a far shorter time frame, at lower cost, fewer visual impacts and less 
damage to real estate values. 

The construction of a 150’ tower in Indian Hill Park would be orders of magnitude 
more difficult and impactful than any of the other sites Verizon has previously proposed.  A 
new, half-mile road would need to be built through parkland to reach the tower.  This road 
would require the removal of approximately 6,000 cubic yards of topsoil and hundreds of 
trees, including 100+ year-old oak trees and hickory trees.  The memo in Attachment 2 
prepared by IHPC provides a preliminary informal construction analysis.  Please also see the 
slides in Attachment 3 illustrating the extensive damage that the construction would inflict on 
the pristine wilderness of the park. 

IHPC’s alternative is a feasible, less intrusive solution which would avoid the time, 
expense, and conflict that would accompany any application to build a tower in Indian Hill 
Park. 
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IHPC’s Alternative Solution Is in the Best Interest of Verizon and the Town 

 At the January 25, 2021 Planning Board meeting, Gunnerson outlined IHPC’s 
alternative solution, which uses traditional cellular antennas on a series of shorter poles and 
existing structures to achieve the same or better coverage than a single tall tower at Hickory 
Lane, Stone Hill Road, or Indian Hill Park would provide.  Because none of these three tower 
sites alone would fill Verizon’s gaps in coverage, the question is not whether the Town would 
prefer one tall tower or multiple shorter poles, but whether the Town would prefer multiple 
tall towers or multiple shorter poles.   

The Town’s residents and Verizon share a common interest in having a wireless 
solution up and running in a reasonable time frame.  Using two to three slim pole locations at 
a combination of Hickory Lane, Stone Hill Road, Indian Hill Road, Route 121/Seminary 
Road, and the Town water tower will provide a feasible alternative that is unquestionably less 
intrusive, less costly, and faster to permit and construct.  Included as Attachment 4 is 
Gunnerson’s engineering analysis showing Verizon’s current coverage (as provided by 
Verizon) and the improvement that would be gained with the combination of a 50-foot utility 
pole at Stone Hill Road, an 85-foot pole at Hickory Lane, and a third pole either on Indian 
Hill Road or at the Town water tower.  These installations should leave room for low-profile 
collar antennas for emergency services at the top of the poles. The two leased sites alone will 
provide the coverage that Verizon has identified that it needs, as well as providing for 
emergency services, and we believe the community will be much more supportive of reduced-
height installations at these locations. 

In addition, a combination of Hickory Lane, Indian Hill Road and the Town water tower 
provides another example of how shorter poles can provide coverage to the Town without the need 
for a tower.  Several residents of Indian Hill Road as well as residents on the crest of Route 121 
have already agreed to poles outside their residences if that is the solution chosen by 
Verizon.  Attachment 4 also provides the engineering analysis of this alternative. 

 
Conclusion 

 IHPC remains committed to finding less impactful solutions to help Verizon provide 
cellular coverage in the Town of Bedford.  We look forward to working with Verizon and the 
Town to make this possible.  As demonstrated by Gunnerson’s presentation and attached 
slides, IHPC’s shorter pole alternative will achieve the wireless coverage that Verizon needs 
without the need for multiple tall towers to be built in the Town. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
        
 Adam Stolorow 
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Encl. 
 
Cc:  Bedford Planning Board 
 Bedford Town Board 
 Eric Gordon, Esq.    
        Wireless Facilities Working Group 
        Indian Hill Park Conservancy 
        Gunnerson Consulting  
        David Paget, Esq. 
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Balloon Test and Viewshed Report
Proposed Wireless Tower in

Indian Hill Park
December 19, 2020

PREPARED BY 
INDIAN HILL PARK CONSERVANCY
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INTRODUCTION
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INDIAN HILL PARK CONSERVANCY

Indian Hill Park Conservancy (IHPC) was formed to protect and enhance 

Indian Hill Park for the benefit of ALL Bedford residents and visitors.  

IHPC is modeled on public/private partnership organizations like the Central 

Park Conservancy, which has dramatically improved the use and quality of 

New York City’s most famous park.
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INDIAN HILL PARK

Indian Hill Park is a 110 acre pristine natural sanctuary and wildlife refuge untouched 

for over a century.  It is one of only two undeveloped parks in the Town of Bedford.

Indian Hill Park was a Mahican Indian village in the 1600s and the site of a land fraud 

scheme in the 1890s, which ironically kept the Park undeveloped and untouched for 

over a century. The area was designated as a park by Bedford residents in a public 

referendum in 1961.   Since then, successive Town Boards and Planning Boards 

recognized the Park as a non-renewable land resource and repeatedly took action to 

enhance and protect it. 
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PROPOSED TOWER AND REVISED WIRELESS 
CODE VIOLATE 60 YEARS OF CONSERVATION 
HISTORY

The current Planning Board has proposed to put an enormous industrial 150’ 

wireless tower in Indian Hill Park.  

The Town Board recently revised the Town’s wireless code to designate all 

town-owned land (including park land) as the #1 priority for locating wireless 

facilities.  Town Board members are reluctant to rectify this grave error.
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PROPOSED TOWER AND REVISED CODE 
VIOLATE BEDFORD’S CORE PRINCIPLES 
AND MASTER PLAN

The current Town Board and Planning Board are taking actions directly 

contrary to the Bedford’s open-space culture and its master plan, which 

states:  “Permanent preservation of the natural environment shall receive 

the highest priority in the overall planning of future development in 

Bedford.” 
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TOWER WOULD CAUSE EXTENSIVE 
DESTRUCTION

The proposed tower would cause extensive destruction in the Park.  Site 

access would require building a ½ mile road, felling over 400 mature trees, 

bulldozing undisturbed century-old fieldstone walls, removing 6,000 cubic 

yards of topsoil and destroying wildlife habitat in a pristine heavily wooded 

forest on a scale not witnessed in Bedford’s modern history. 
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Light green 
shows Town 
land, including 
strip access 
from Indian 
Hill Road to 
proposed 
tower site.  

Constructing a 
½ mile access 
road and tower 
base will 
require removal 
of over 400 
trees and 
massive 
earthworks.



Typical New Tower Construction
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LOW IMPACT, LESS INTRUSIVE 
OPTION

Bedford needs to fix its emergency and commercial wireless service gaps.  This 

can be done without 150’ – 170’ towers.

IHPC is proposing that the Town pursue a less intrusive solution that takes 

advantage of existing utility poles.  This low-impact solution provides as good or 

better service than large towers.  An example is shown on the next slide….
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BALLOON TEST
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FLAWED TEST

The Planning Board performed the balloon test on Saturday, December 19, 2020 

between 9 am and 12 pm with less than 24  hours public notice.  

Gunnerson Consulting, a nationally recognized wireless consultant which 

regularly performs similar balloon tests, stated that the Indian Hill Park test had 

“deficiencies that … negatively impact[ed] the reliability of the test.”
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The test failed to comply with Planning Board’s own protocols, as set out in its 

counsel’s letter dated December 3, 2020.

The balloons were supposed to be 15’ wide and 5’ high.  The actual balloons 

initially were about 4’ wide and then were deflated to about 3-1/2’ to fit 

through thick tree canopy.  The small balloons grossly understated a tower’s 

visual impact.
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FLAWED TEST
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FLAWED TEST 

The balloons didn’t fly at 150’.  The balloons tether snagged trees.  Additionally, 

winds caused the balloons to fly at a diagonal, further lowering their altitude. 

The balloons should have been flown at 170’.  Federal law permits the tower to be 

raised at any time to 170’.  The Town says that it won’t allow Verizon to increase the 

tower height, but nothing prevents the town from changing its mind.  The Town has 

published plans for raising an 80’ tower on Guard Hill to 140’.



The Planning Board repeatedly confirmed orally and in writing that an official 

Town photographer would come to any home upon request to take a photograph 

of the balloon views.   Despite dozens of requests, Town photographers failed to 

take photos at 64% of the requesting home.  The photographers either didn’t 

show up or did not bother to go onto the pre-approved requesting properties on 

test day, instead taking photos from many home’s roadside mailboxes. This 

included Tier 1 and Tier 2 historical properties.
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FLAWED TEST



The balloon test launch area was surrounded by mature trees, which rise to 80’ 

and make it appear that the lower sections of the tower would be hidden.  

In reality, over 400 trees would be removed for the access road and tower base.  

Removal of these trees would expose much of the lower sections of the tower and 

significantly worsen the visual impact of the tower.
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FLAWED TEST
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4’ balloons 
before 
deflation
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4’ balloons 
before 
deflation
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Balloons 
snagged in 
trees
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Winds 
caused 
balloons to 
fly at 
diagonal, 
lowering 
their altitude 
below 150’



The Town’s balloon test team crossed property of Trelawny Farms without 
requesting permission.   The owner and representatives of Trelawny Farms 
chose not to protest as a courtesy and to maintain a cooperative relationship 
with the Town.   However, for the record, no permission was granted and the 
Town should not assume any future permission has been granted.   Proper 
access to the proposed tower site will require an expensive and destructive ½ 
mile road.  
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LIMITED ACCESS
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Town test team 
climbing over 
Trelawny Farm 
stone walls without 
permission.  
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Town test team 
walking on 
Trelawny Farm 
road without 
permission.



BALLOON VIEWSHED
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Balloon sightings were confirmed at 37 properties around the Indian Hill 
neighborhood and surrounding historic properties.  The balloons could be seen 
for miles along the historic and scenic Old Post Road (Route 121) and Stone Hill 
Road (Route 137), from within the Bedford Historic Village, and from as far away 
as Horizon Road on Mount Aspetong.
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ENORMOUS VIEWSHED
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ENORMOUS VIEWSHEDHorizon 
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Watermark 
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LOOMING PRESENCE

A 150’ tower would rise to an altitude of 700’ (50’ higher than the summit of 
Indian Hill).  The tower would be a looming presence over Indian Hill and 
surrounding countryside.  

Despite the test balloons’ small size and low altitude, the balloons soared over 
the surrounding area and could be seen for miles. 





The following link shows a view from a drone at the same altitude as the 
balloons.  Open the link to understand how a 150’ tower would dominate the 
surrounding countryside and could be seen for miles.  

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipMDEsnc65DP238OEboEVSzUUdLRfnZ5pQl4mrWLC2c94zdWDfg2tzun2H2hU2RNtA?key=M2
5uMnhUSm1FeHUyLWRTcXhBcjczZml6TzREaDd3
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REVERSE VIEWSHED VIDEO

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipMDEsnc65DP238OEboEVSzUUdLRfnZ5pQl4mrWLC2c94zdWDfg2tzun2H2hU2RNtA?key=M25uMnhUSm1FeHUyLWRTcXhBcjczZml6TzREaDd3


The following map shows 37 confirmed locations at which a balloon could be 
seen. Each number on the map corresponds to a property.  Yellow numbered 
circles indicate  historic properties and/or locations.

The map shows only locations with confirmed views.  No doubt there are other 
locations which IHPC couldn’t confirm during the brief test. 

If the balloons had been flown at the correct altitudes of 150’ and 170’, they 
would have been visible throughout the Village Historic District and from more 
properties.

CONFIRMED VIEWS
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Indian Hill Road
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Watermark Road
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Paddock Lane
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Historic Areas
Old Post Road
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19 Tarleton Rd (Village)
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Coker Farm

168 Horizon Lane

24 Stone Hill Road

24 Deepwood Road

Old Post Road (Route 121)

670 OPR

751 OPR

760 OPR

768 OPR

781 OPR

797 OPR

845 OPR

954 OPR
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A tower would intrude on scenic viewpoints for 2 miles along Old Post Road 
(Route 121) and Stone Hill Road (Route 137), particularly as cars traveling north 
descend the hill near 751 Old Post Road, drive along the flat section towards 
Indian Hill near 781 Old Post Road and again when they pass the Great Blue 
Heron Rookery and Coker Farm towards Cross River and Pound Ridge.  

These roads are heavily used as commuting routes on weekdays and equally 
heavily used on weekends as a scenic drive.   Thousands of drivers will see the 
tower’s looming ugly blot on the bucolic historic landscape every day.
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HISTORIC / SCENIC ROUTES 121 AND 137



HISTORIC/SCENIC OLD POST ROAD
NEAR 781 OLD POST ROAD

37
Simulated tower image. Photo taken after balloon test.



NEAR 781 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC/SCENIC OLD POST ROAD
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NEAR 781 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC/SCENIC OLD POST ROAD
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Simulated tower image



NEAR 797 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC/SCENIC OLD POST ROAD
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NEAR 797 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC/SCENIC OLD POST ROAD
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Simulated tower image
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HISTORIC / SCENIC ROUTES 121 AND 137

Simulated tower image

BLUE HERON ROOKERY
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HISTORIC / SCENIC ROUTES 121 AND 137

Simulated tower image

COKER FARM



A tower would dominate views from many historic properties, including:

• Airlie Farms – 751 Old Post Road – Tier 1 Historic Property

• Stonegate Farm – 845 Old Post Road – Tier 1 Historic Property

• Bedford Post Inn – 954 Old Post Road – Tier 2 Historic Property

• 24 Stone Hill Road – Tier 1 Historic Property

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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AIRLIE FARM – 751 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC PROPERTIES

45

Winds blow 

balloons to a 

lower altitude



AIRLIE FARM – 751 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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Simulated tower image



STONEGATE FARM – 845 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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STONEGATE FARM – 845 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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STONEGATE FARM – 845 OLD POST ROAD

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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Simulated tower image



24 STONE HILL ROAD

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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24 STONE HILL ROAD

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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Simulated tower image



HISTORIC VILLAGE
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19 TARLETON ROAD

HISTORIC VILLAGE
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HISTORIC VILLAGE
19 TARLETON ROAD
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Simulated tower image



HISTORIC VILLAGE
HISTORICAL HALL AND GRAVEYARD
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HISTORIC VILLAGE
HISTORICAL HALL AND GRAVEYARD

56Simulated tower image



HISTORICAL HALL AND GRAVEYARD

HISTORIC VILLAGE

57Simulated tower image



INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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TRELAWNY FARMS

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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TRELAWNY FARMS

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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Simulated tower image



TRELAWNY FARMS

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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TRELAWNY FARMS FROM PADDOCK LANE

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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Simulated tower image



39 PADDOCK LANE

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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39 PADDOCK LANE

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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Simulated tower image



33 WATERMARK ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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33 WATERMARK ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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Simulated tower image



127 INDIAN HILL ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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127 INDIAN HILL ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD

68Simulated tower image



117 INDIAN HILL ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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45 CLIFFIELD ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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45 CLIFFIELD ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD

71Simulated tower image



44 CLIFFIELD ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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44 CLIFFIELD ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD

73Simulated tower image



24 CLIFFIELD ROAD

INDIAN HILL NEIGHBORHOOD
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Indian Hill Park Conservancy

info@indianhillpark.org
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Friends of Indian Hill Park 
Indian Hill Park Conservancy 

 

 
 

 
 

Memorandum to 
Town Board, Planning Board and Conservation Board 

 
Re:  Preliminary Access Road Construction Analysis and Environmental Observations        
From:  Ellis Cousens, Engineering Geologist and Soils Engineer, Masters Degree in Geology and Civil 

Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute   
Date: November 30, 2020 
 
The proposed Indian Hill Park cell tower location is landlocked.  To date, I am not aware of discussion or 
analysis by town officials of how access to the site would be accomplished for constructing and servicing 
the base station/tower.  As a result, I have used my background in engineering geology and soils 
engineering to develop a generalized analysis of construction work required for the access road and cell 
tower site and offer it here for comment and consideration.  I have also summarized initial feedback 
obtained from local environmental experts who recently took brief walks through the Park.  
 
Highlights 
 Construction 

• Access road would be ½ mile long 

• 4,000 traverses by 15 ton dump trucks 

• 30 ton boom crane 

• Removal of 500 live trees, 400 with a caliper greater than 24” 

• A full calendar year to complete access road & site restoration 

• Significant damage to Indian Hill Road and debris risk on Route 121 
 
 Environmental 

• Forested environment, 100+ year old oak trees and 75-100 year old hickory trees, many 
of which would have to be removed 

• Destruction of critical wildlife habitat 

• Loss of vernal pools that are essential for box and wood turtles, which are listed as 
species of “special concern” under New York law 

 
Construction Analysis 
It appears that the road originating at 147 Indian Hill Rd to access the proposed cell tower location 
within Indian Hill Park will be at a minimum ½ mile long to loop through a mostly forested area around 
Trelawny Farm property.1   
 
This design assumes an unpaved compacted permeable surface road capable of supporting the 
construction equipment loads required to construct the road itself, the equipment required to erect the 
cell tower and periodic access to service the base station. Those traffic loads include up to 4,000 
traverses (half full and half empty, explained below) of likely 20 cu. yd. dump trucks (gross vehicle 

 
1 See the attached map constructed from the County Parcel Viewer website.    
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weight rated 30,000 lbs = 15 tons) for road and cell site construction and a boom crane (gross vehicle 
weight of 118,000 lbs = 59 tons) required to erect the cell tower mast.   
 
Road development would require felling approx. 400 live standing trees with a caliper greater than 24” 
and approx. 100 of smaller diameter. There are approx. 100 fallen trees, mostly ash, of greater than 24” 
diameter.  Given the 50+/- foot narrowness of Town-owned 3/10 mile egress off Indian Hill Rd, and 
further in parkland to be worked, it is appropriate to assume that all the trunks of fallen trees and newly 
felled trees would need to be cut up and along with their excavated stumps, loaded and removed as 
road development proceeds. In addition, given the narrowness of the egress it is likely the entire 50 foot 
width will need to be cleared most of the initial 3/10 distance to provide enough working width.  It is 
difficult to precisely calculate the number of truck loads required to remove that much material, but it is 
reasonable to assume about 1,000 loads, assuming the upper section of each tree felled can be chipped 
and left onsite, which may not be possible at every road segment.  
 
As tree clearing progresses, the access road would require bulldozing and removal of a substantial depth 
of unconsolidated organically contaminated overburden to a depth of at least two feet and possibly 
three or more feet in some locations depending on moisture level, existing compaction, buried organic 
material, etc. with approx. 20 feet of width.  The vast majority of this excavated material cannot be left 
or disposed onsite so would need to be transported offsite and dumped, approx. 6,000 cubic yards.  In 
addition, significant lengths of undisturbed century-old fieldstone walls will be destroyed in multiple 
locations.   
 
The newly exposed base would be graded and then overlaid with a compacted combination of rock 
rubble and rip rap, and finished with crushed stone and gravel. The final compacted surface would need 
to be elevated from the adjacent natural surface at least 12”.  Cumulative fill brought onsite for an 
average 20 feet wide x  3 feet deep  x ½ mile long compacted road is approximately 7,000 cubic yards of 
material.  In sum, a total of 13,000 cubic yards of material will be moved on/offsite for the access road, 
plus the yardage for tree removal.     
 
In total about 800-1,000 dump truck loads for road excavation and fill plus 1,000 dump truck loads for 
tree/debris clearing. Given the sequence of clearing, cut/fill and compaction, trucks come in empty for 
removal and leave full, while for fill and compaction come in full and leave empty.  Therefore, the above 
equates to up to 4,000 dump truck traverses for road construction.  If they can load/unload distribute 
and compact, on average over the clearing/construction phase, 16 trucks a day, (two per hour given 
narrowness of the site) it will take at least 125 working days, a half calendar year to put in the access 
road.  After work is completed, there would need to be several hundred trees planted along the entire 
roadway for reforestation, visual buffer for adjoining property owners and erosion control. This will take 
some months as well.  Given potential inclement weather conditions over that long work window and 
shutdown from late December-February it will take about a year.   
 
This cumulative activity would severely damage Indian Hill Road, which is rated for 5,000 lbs, from Old 
Post Road up to the site and tie-up use of the road by residents for a year.  Dump trucks typically shed 
some load from the rear bottom of their beds on the roadway as they travel. They also carry large rocks 
and soil off site in their tire tread and in-between their rear wheels. All of this gets deposited for quite a 
distance from the site, but most immediately in the first few hundred yards. This roadside detritus 
would silt-in the drains recently installed along that stretch of Indian Hill Road and destroy existing 
vegetation on both sides of the road.  Inevitable heavy rains over this long work period would wash 
downhill and redeposit the rocks from Indian Hill Rd onto Old Post Road where the 45 mph car, truck 
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and school bus traffic would launch rock and gravel as deadly projectiles into the air hitting vehicles 
traveling in both directions.  It is also likely the vibration from many heavy-loaded overweighted trucks 
could cause damage to homes sited close to Indian Hill Rd especially as the road surface breaks down 
and vibration increases.  
 
There would need to be an accessible trench alongside the ½ mile road for underground utilities, given 
conditions not favorable to above ground utilities.  Portions of the ½ mile road would require a storm 
water management system and/or culverts to ensure proper drainage and that neither the adjoining 
Trelawny property, adjacent property owners along Paddock Lane nor the park property experience 
excessive ponding or contaminated runoff from the access road.  The access road unavoidably traverses 
a wetland in two locations requiring enhanced bridging and road/cell site runoff management to avoid 
contamination and destruction of habitat and the immediately adjacent wetland.  
 
Given its close proximity to residences and wetland, the cell tower location would need significant 
subsurface testing to determine depth and composition of soils, bedrock depth, surface and 
groundwater conditions. I’m unsure where the septic and well systems are for the nearby residential 
properties, but they could impact siting the base station, particularly if any wells are nearby the 
site.  Based upon subsurface conditions, a pad/foundation for the tower footprint and associated 
equipment would be designed and emplaced, along with a stormwater management system and 
pollution containment measures. Given proximity to residences and wetland, ongoing monitoring of 
surface and subsurface water conditions would be required and periodically reported to nearby 
property owners and the town. Who will be responsible for testing and abatement measures in the 
event of adverse findings?  Where will the several thousand cubic yards of material trucked offsite be 
dumped and how far will it need to be transported?  Who will be responsible for the re-landscaping 
noted earlier? Who will be responsible for repaving Indian Hill Rd? How will the entrance to the access 
road be aesthetically secured? 
 
Environmental Issues 
Based on casual observation without the benefit of any formal environmental studies, it is obvious that 
the cell tower and access road would have a major adverse environmental impact on the park.  Two 
environmental experts separately visited the park recently.  One said: “This Parkland supports 100s and 
100s and 100s of wildlife species starting all the way from the bottom of the food chain with insects, all 
the way up to the top, with bears.”   
 
The following lists just a few of the negative impacts voiced by the experts on trees and animals: 

• Destruction of 100+ year old oaks and 75-100 year old shag bark hickory trees 

• Destruction of critical nesting habitat for bird species already under pressure 

• Destruction of habitat for wide range of animals, including bobcat and mink 

• Disruption of pathways for migratory animals, including bear 
 
One expert noted that oak trees serve as essential habitat for 30 species of birds and  30 types of 
rodents.  He described the oaks as supplying “super food” for so many species.  He noted that “the 
population of wildlife goes up and down in conjunction with the health and existence of the oak tree.”  
He explained that inserting a road and tower facilities into a forest destroys its canopy, promotes non-
native invasive species and invites parasitic nesters that drive away native animal life and species. 
 
Both experts expressed grave concern about the impact that the access road and cell tower facilities 
would have on wetlands, vernal pools, streams, wells and groundwater movement.  The entire site to be 
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worked for the access road slopes from south to north and there is significant and continuous surface 
and near surface water movement downhill towards extensive wetlands adjacent to Stone Hill River. 
The access road’s location will twice longitudinally truncate a significant portion of that flow and 
irreparably damage the downslope wetlands and shift the water table both near and at great distances 
from the site.  It would run next to or through vernal pools, a unique type of wetlands habitat of 
seasonal pools that do not have an inlet or an outlet.  These pools are particularly important for notable 
amphibians, including two-striped salamanders and box turtles, which are listed as species of “special 
concern” in Connecticut and New York and as “endangered” in other states, such as Maine.  The experts 
believe that the wetlands contain wood turtles, which are also listed as species of “special concern” in 
New York. They noted that destruction of the vernal pools alongside the proposed access road would in 
turn destroy the box turtles, wood turtles and other amphibians living in these wetlands.    
 
The Town of Bedford is well aware of these issues.  When Trelawny Farm bought property adjoining the 
proposed access road, the Town required Trelawny to create openings at the bottom of their stone walls 
to allow for migration of these important amphibians from one vernal pool to another. They also 
insisted that Trelawny install two tall posts at either end of their easement to block “thru traffic”from 
Indian Hill Road leading into the park. This “traffic” was described as anything on wheels or 
legs.....ATV’s, bicycles, cars, trucks, walkers/hikers!  The damage from the proposed access road would 
be 1,000 times worse than the “thru traffic” damage which concerned the Town. 
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New Tower Construction Photos
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Sample In-Fill Coverage Using Poles

Prepared by:



Verizon Wireless Current Coverage
(presented by C-Squared in application for 68 Stone Hill Rd.)
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Verizon Wireless Coverage 
Supplemented with a 50’ Pole on Indian Hill Road, an 85’ Pole on Hickory Ln., and an 80’ Pole at the Water Tower.
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Indian Hill Rd.

Hickory Ln.

Water Tower Pole



Verizon Wireless Coverage 
Supplemented with a 50’ Pole on Stone Hill Road, an 85’ Pole on Hickory Ln., and an 80’ Pole at the Water Tower.
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Stone Hill Rd.

Hickory Ln.

Water Tower Pole



Questions or Comments
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Brett Reall
brett.reall@gccss.net

Bryon Gunnerson
bryon.gunnerson@gccss.net




